
Older Toddlers 
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday  Friday Saturday 

  

 

1 

This is Me 

PH3.B Hold writing 

objects in approximate 

thumb and finger grip 

SE2.A Refer to 

themselves by name 

L6.B make intentional 

scribbles and shapes 

when offered paper 

and crayons 

CA1.A create 

representations of real 

objects in art work 

 

Mirror, Mirror 

LD2.A combine words 

into simple 3 to 4 word 

sentences 

L 1.A repeat words in 

rhymes and chants with 

prompting 

CA1.A Repeat the 

same song over and 

over 

SE2.B Repeat activities 

and words and songs 

over and over 

2 

Here are my 

fingerprints 

SE2.A Recognize some 

body parts 

LD1.A follow one-step 

directions with few 

adult gestures 

PH3.B Hold writing 

objects in approximate 

thumb and finger grip 

SE2.A Refer to 

themselves by name 

 

Mirror, Mirror 

LD2.A combine words 

into simple 3 to 4 word 

sentences 

L 1.A repeat words in 

rhymes and chants 

with prompting 

CA1.A Repeat the 

same song over and 

over 

SE2.B Repeat activities 

and words and songs 

over and over 

3 

Scratch & Sniff Name 

Art 

LD1.A follow one-step 

directions with few 

adult gestures 

S1.A explore cause and 

effect relationships 

S2.A explore 

characteristics of man-

made and natural 

materials 

 

Mirror, Mirror 

LD2.A combine words 

into simple 3 to 4 word 

sentences 

L 1.A repeat words in 

rhymes and chants with 

prompting 

CA1.A Repeat the 

same song over and 

over 

SE2.B Repeat activities 

and words and songs 

over and over 

 4 

A Cake for Me 

PH3.A attempt 

snipping with scissors 

M2.A begin to say or 

gesture the number 2 

when asked how old 

they are 

CA1.A squeeze soft 

clay into abstract 

shapes 

 

Mirror, Mirror 

LD2.A combine 

words into simple 3 to 

4 word sentences 

L 1.A repeat words in 

rhymes and chants 

with prompting 

CA1.A Repeat the 

same song over and 

over 

SE2.B Repeat 

activities and words 

and songs over and 

over 

5 

 

 

 

6 

 

 

 

7 

A Sense of Taste 

Discovery Center 

SE2.A Express 

preferences for 

certain objects 

S1.A explore 

cause and effect 

relationships 

LD3.A participate 

in simple turn 

taking during 

 

 

8 

PIZZA DAY 

 

My Favorite Foods 

SE2.A Express 

preferences for certain 

objects 

SE2.A try to do some 

things without help 

LD3.A participate in 

simple turn taking 

during one-on-one 

 

 

9 

Building Our House 

SE1.B Predominately 

use parallel play while 

trying out associative 

play 

M5.A attempt to stack 

blocks as high or higher 

then them 

PH3.A stack four to six 

large blocks/cubes 

LD3.A participate in 

 

 

10 

FAMILY ACTIVITY DUE 

BACK 

 

Sound Walk 

S2.A observe and react 

to living things 

LD3.A participate in 

simple turn taking 

during one-on-one 

conversations 

L1.A use 2 or3 word 

  

 

11 

 

 

 

CLOSED 

 

 

 

 

12 

 



one-on-one 

conversations 

 

Bigger Each Day 

LD2.A combine 

words into simple 

3 to 4 word 

sentences 

L 1.A repeat 

words in rhymes 

and chants with 

prompting 

CA1.A Repeat 

the same song 

over and over 

SE2.B Repeat 

activities and 

words and songs 

over and over 

conversations 

 

 

Bigger Each Day 

LD2.A combine words 

into simple 3 to 4 word 

sentences 

L 1.A repeat words in 

rhymes and chants with 

prompting 

CA1.A Repeat the 

same song over and 

over 

SE2.B Repeat activities 

and words and songs 

over and over 

simple turn taking 

during one-on-one 

conversations 

 

Bigger Each Day 

LD2.A combine words 

into simple 3 to 4 word 

sentences 

L 1.A repeat words in 

rhymes and chants 

with prompting 

CA1.A Repeat the 

same song over and 

over 

SE2.B Repeat activities 

and words and songs 

over and over 

sentences 

 

Bigger Each Day 

LD2.A combine words 

into simple 3 to 4 word 

sentences 

L 1.A repeat words in 

rhymes and chants with 

prompting 

CA1.A Repeat the 

same song over and 

over 

SE2.B Repeat activities 

and words and songs 

over and over 

 

13 

 

14 

Sight: What Do 

you See? 

SS2.A Use spatial 

cues to find or 

describe the 

location of 

objects 

L2.A Imitate the 

sounds of animals 

& people pointed 

to in book 

L3.A point out 

pictures and say 

the names of the 

items in the 

pictures 

LD3.A participate 

in simple turn 

taking during 

one-on-one 

conversations 

 

Tom Turkey 

LD2.A combine 

words into simple 

3 to 4 word 

sentences 

15 

Touch Sensory Boards 

S1.A explore cause and 

effect relationships 

S2.A explore 

characteristics of man-

made and natural 

materials 

LD3.A participate in 

simple turn taking 

during one-on-one 

conversations 

 

Tom Turkey 

LD2.A combine words 

into simple 3 to 4 word 

sentences 

L 1.A repeat words in 

rhymes and chants with 

prompting 

CA1.A Repeat the 

same song over and 

over 

SE2.B Repeat activities 

and words and songs 

over and over 

16 

Roll and Sing 

PH1.A Actively 

participate in games 

PH2.A roll a large ball 

SE2.B help with simple 

tasks 

LD3.A participate in 

simple turn taking 

during one-on-one 

conversations 

 

Tom Turkey 

LD2.A combine words 

into simple 3 to 4 word 

sentences 

L 1.A repeat words in 

rhymes and chants 

with prompting 

CA1.A Repeat the 

same song over and 

over 

SE2.B Repeat activities 

and words and songs 

over and over 

17 

Let’s Talk About 

Feelings 

SE1.B Predominately 

use parallel play while 

trying out associative 

play 

SE3.A express emotions 

through singing and 

pretend play 

LD3.A participate in 

simple turn taking 

during one-on-one 

conversations 

 

Tom Turkey 

LD2.A combine words 

into simple 3 to 4 word 

sentences 

L 1.A repeat words in 

rhymes and chants with 

prompting 

CA1.A Repeat the 

same song over and 

over 

SE2.B Repeat activities 

and words and songs 

over and over 

 18 

Square Collage 

M1.A match small 

and large objects 

M2.A Put objects in 

accurate one-to-one 

correspondence 

when supported by 

the context 

M3.A sort and match 

objects by attributes 

M4.A use words such 

as “big”, “small” or 

“more” to indicate 

differences in 

quantity 

CD1.A separate 

objects by a single 

feature 

 

Tom Turkey 

LD2.A combine 

words into simple 3 to 

4 word sentences 

L 1.A repeat words in 

rhymes and chants 

with prompting 

CA1.A Repeat the 

19 

 



L 1.A repeat 

words in rhymes 

and chants with 

prompting 

CA1.A Repeat 

the same song 

over and over 

SE2.B Repeat 

activities and 

words and songs 

over and over 

same song over and 

over 

SE2.B Repeat 

activities and words 

and songs over and 

over 

20 

 

21 

Feather Fun 

M2.A Put objects 

in accurate one-

to-one 

correspondence 

when supported 

by the context 

M3.A sort and 

match objects by 

attributes 

CD1.A separate 

objects by a 

single feature 

 

I am Thankful 

LD2.A combine 

words into simple 

3 to 4 word 

sentences 

L 1.A repeat 

words in rhymes 

and chants with 

prompting 

CA1.A Repeat 

the same song 

over and over 

SE2.B Repeat 

activities and 

words and songs 

over and over 

22 

Nest Game 

CD3.A comply with 

simple 2 part requests 

that involve waiting 

CD4.A change their 

behavior in response to 

environmental cues 

SE1.B Predominately 

use parallel play while 

trying out associative 

play 

 

I am Thankful 

LD2.A combine words 

into simple 3 to 4 word 

sentences 

L 1.A repeat words in 

rhymes and chants with 

prompting 

CA1.A Repeat the 

same song over and 

over 

SE2.B Repeat activities 

and words and songs 

over and over 

23 

Thanksgiving 

Celebration 

 

Turkeys 

CA1.A Create 

representations of real 

objects in art work 

S2.A explore 

representations of living 

things 

CD2.A purposefully put 

2 actions together in 

sequence 

 

I am Thankful 

LD2.A combine words 

into simple 3 to 4 word 

sentences 

L 1.A repeat words in 

rhymes and chants 

with prompting 

CA1.A Repeat the 

same song over and 

over 

SE2.B Repeat activities 

and words and songs 

over and over 

24 

 

CLOSED 

 

 25 

 

 

CLOSED 

 

26 

 

27 

PLEASE SEND IN 

FAMILY PICTURES 

THAT WE CAN USE 

TO MAKE A 

28 

This is my Family 

SS1.A identify 

known people in 

pictures 

29 

Librarian 

 

Brown Finger painting 

PH3.B make 

30 

Head Shoulders Knees 

Toes 

SE1.A Imitate by 

continuing to repeat 

    



FAMILY BOOK 

FOR 

TOMOMORROW  

SE2.A Refer to 

themselves by 

name 

LD3.A participate 

in simple turn 

taking during 

one-on-one 

conversations 

 

I’m Glad I’m Me 

LD2.A combine 

words into simple 

3 to 4 word 

sentences 

L 1.A repeat 

words in rhymes 

and chants with 

prompting 

CA1.A Repeat 

the same song 

over and over 

SE2.B Repeat 

activities and 

words and songs 

over and over 

spontaneous dots, lines, 

and wobbly lines when 

painting 

SE2.A try to do some 

things with help 

 

I’m Glad I’m Me 

LD2.A combine words 

into simple 3 to 4 word 

sentences 

L 1.A repeat words in 

rhymes and chants with 

prompting 

CA1.A Repeat the 

same song over and 

over 

SE2.B Repeat activities 

and words and songs 

over and over 

actions they have seen 

long after they have 

seen them 

CD2.A purposefully put 

two actions together in 

sequence 

M2.A put objects in 

accurate 1 to 1 

correspondence when 

supported by the text 

M3.A make simple 

patterns of movement 

through repeated 

rhythmic activity 

 

I’m Glad I’m Me 

LD2.A combine words 

into simple 3 to 4 word 

sentences 

L 1.A repeat words in 

rhymes and chants 

with prompting 

CA1.A Repeat the 

same song over and 

over 

SE2.B Repeat activities 

and words and songs 

over and over 

 


